MEMPHIS LAW
EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
CLASS OF 2016-18

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES

- **51%** PRIVATE PRACTICE
- **12%** GOVERNMENT/MILITARY
- **9%** JUDICIAL CLERKSHIPS
- **8%** BUSINESS
- **5%** PUBLIC INTEREST
- **1%** ACADEMIC

267/307 TOTAL 10 months after graduation placement rate

EMPLOYMENT TYPE

- **84%** FULL-TIME
- **83%** LONG-TERM
- **5%** PART-TIME
- **6%** SHORT-TERM

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES

- **68%** BAR ADMISSION REQUIRED
- **17%** JD ADVANTAGE
- **1%** NON-PROFESSIONAL
- **4%** PROFESSIONAL

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 15
TUITION & FEES 2019–20
RESIDENT: $19,218 NONRESIDENT: $31,976

*If you are an out-of-state applicant, make sure to contact our Admissions Office for an Out-of-State Tuition Waiver.

All out-of-state students in last year’s 1L class received an out-of-state tuition waiver and paid in-state prices.

* of those employed
MEMPHIS LAW
ENTERING CLASS PROFILE
CLASS OF 2022

647 APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

50% MALE ENROLLMENT

50% FEMALE ENROLLMENT

21-68 AGE RANGE

31% RACIAL MINORITY ENROLLMENT

76% TENNESSEE RESIDENTS

24% NON-RESIDENTS

24% FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE GRADUATES

133 STUDENTS CURRENTLY IN FIRST-YEAR CLASS

25 AVERAGE STUDENT AGE

349 TOTAL LAW SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

155/3.54 75% LSAT/GPA

152/3.30 50% LSAT/GPA

148/2.89 25% LSAT/GPA

Enrollment figures as of 8/3/19
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